
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A European Digital Asset Management 
Services Company Saw a 5X Increase 
in Sales Productivity

Our client is a European digital file management company. They 
provide a digital asset management (DAM) platform designed to offer 
a smart way to find and share creative files. They allow companies to 
easily create, find and use content.

More than half a million brand managers, marketers, and creators use 
their brand portals every day to collaborate globally, produce, review 
and approve new marketing collateral, and circulate company content 
at the click of a button.
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The Situation

Unavailability of Global Data to Penetrate EMEA Market

They relied on 3 leading North American data providers for their data strategies. However, all the new data 

they were offered through those platforms were either irrelevant or insufficient to penetrate into the EMEA 

market. They were looking for a specialized data vendor who can help them with detailed intelligence and 

comprehensive profiles of the most important decision-makers and organizations in EMEA.

They were looking for a 
specialized data vendor who can 
help them with detailed 
intelligence and comprehensive 
profiles of the most important 
decision-makers and 
organizations based in EMEA.

Their ability to procure direct 
dial phone numbers diminished 
and so did their revenue from 
sales.

Niche Target Market

The company's target market consisted of very niche titles. Most of their target base had people working in 

various levels (Global Head, Director, Consultant, Manager) of functions like marketing communications, 

marketing operations, digital strategy, creative, and so on. They needed a tool which could help them 

perform granular company and contact research, and create buyer and account profiles to align sales and 

marketing efforts.

Lack of Direct Dials and Mobile Numbers of Key Decision-Makers

They had recently hired 25 new inside sales representatives for a new global outreach strategy. However, 

they did not have mobile numbers and other useful business intelligence required to reach out to 

decision-makers quickly. Their ability to procure direct dial phone numbers diminished and so did their 

revenue from sales.
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Global Data and Business Intelligence

SMARTe delivered global data covering high-quality prospects in APAC, EMEA, North America and 

LATAM. Our data analysts and proprietary tools were helpful to efficiently handle multi-lingual titles, 

aliases, variation and other aspects for the customer.

Advanced Search and List-Building Capabilities

Leveraging hyper persona segmentation on SMARTe Discover, the customer was able to search with 

specific keywords across a person’s profile covering levels, functions, titles, roles, job responsibilities, past 

experience, skills, locations and more. Effective targeting helped them build high-quality target lists to 

improve performance.

Seamless Data Delivery to CRM

With seamless data delivery to their CRM, they were able to identify new contacts from their target 

accounts and update their CRM in real-time with fresh contact data. They were also able to fetch mobile 

numbers of prospects in real-time from within the CRM interface.

Accurate Direct Dials and Mobile Numbers

The customer's inside sales representatives improved their connect rate with access to accurate mobile 

numbers of top decision-makers. SMARTe Discover has a mobile number coverage of 70% in North 

America and 50% in EMEA/APAC across 44 countries.

Discover is one of the most robust sales intelligence platforms I’ve ever used. We know so much more about our customers than
we did earlier. We saw an 8x increase in our EMEA business just in the last few months.

Access to Direct Dials and
Mobile Numbers

Advanced Search
Functionality

Seamless Data Delivery
to CRMs

-  Senior Manager, Life-Cycle Marketing

Global Data With a Focus on 
EMEA
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The Result

www.smarteinc.com

5X
Increase in Sales Productivity 

40%
Increase in Connect Rate

8X
Increase in EMEA Leads


